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Abstract: This paper offers a panoramic view of the
various approaches in African biblical hermeneutics. It
discusses their basic presuppositions, contributions to the
spread of Christianiry in Africa, and concludes by
proposing a new way of reading in communicativl
perspective: adherence to the biblical text, and the context
of the interpreter. It is believed that this approach will
restore the Word of God to its primary position and give a
new dimension to Afiican biblical interpretation.

Introduction
Until the 1960s, biblical interpretation in Africa was done mainly from the
western cultural point of view, and the results passively ,leaint, in the
seminaries and theological faculties of the local universities. A shift
occurred after this period, when many African interpreters2 began

l_This article is a Paper presentecl at an intemational confbrence on the Bible
"Evangelium und Kutur,, in Steyl, Holland, 2l't_Z7th July, 2006.
' som.e of.the.prominent pioneirs include itre tottowing: A. N. Mushete, ,christianisme
et authenticitd', Le Monde !{odyye 12 (1976), pp. 4l-59; M. p. Hegba. Emancipation
d.'Eglises sous tutelre (paris: prdsence Afiicaini. 1976): J. s. v6'lti. 'The Bible in
Afiican culture', in R. Gibeilini (erJ.), paths o/' African Theorogt lMafknott, New
York: Orbis Books, 1994), pp. 27-39; K, A. tiic[son. Theotogf, in'Afrla (London:
Darton, Longmam and rodd, 1984); J. s. Ukpong.'christologf and Incurturation: A
I9w Teslament Perspective'._in ,R. Gibellini (ed.), pathi'of African Theologt
(Maryknoll. New York: orbis Books, 1994), pp.40-61: J.-M. gra, ie *i d.e |homme
africain (Librarie-Editions L'Harmattanr paris, l9g0); c. Nyamiti, ,contemporary
christologies: Assessment and practical Suggestions'. in R. cibettini (ed.), paths of
!iii!, Theolog,,(Maryknotl. New york: Orbis Books. 1994), pp. 62_7i; K:Bediako,
'Biblical christologies in the context of Afiican Traditional Religions,, in v. Srunuel &
c.. Sugden (ed.s), sharing Jesus in the Two Thirds ll'orld liangaiore: partners in
Mission-Asia, 1983). pp. I l5-175: J. S. pobee, skenosis: christian Faith in an African
context (Gweru: Mambo Press. 1992); M. A. oduyoye. 'Feminist Theologv in an
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developing models of interpretation, with the objective of inculturating theBible in a dynamic diarogue with the ,ritipri.ity of culiures that
characterise the African continent. These different- readings gradually
came to be denoted as ,African biblicalhermeneutics.,3 

e e

The aim of this article is to offer a panoramic view of the various
approaches in African biblical hermeneutics, discuss their basicpresuppositions, indicate some of their contributions to the spread ofchristianity in Africa, and finalry propose a reading in communicative
perspective.

African Biblical hermeneutics
African approach to bibricar hermeneutics operates within the generar
framework of biblical hermeneutics, namery, the art oi-int.ii."ting abiblical text in order to understand its originai meaning and thenietineate
its significance for the contemporary audlience. Accotingty, the primary
task of biblical hermeneutics ii ,to-concretize the word of God for thepeople olloday.'a This one process of relating the Gosper message to thepeople's life situation or riving experience has been referred to in missionhistory as adaptation, or indigenisation, o-r incarnation, inculturation, or

s k e n o s i s, and rec ently as contextua lizat|on.s

In spite of the probrem of terminology, I agree with Nthamburi when heobs.erves: 'scripture cannot be unaeisiood"in a vacuum. It can onry beunderstood in relation to the total rife in a given contemp"r".y ,".iJtr,;

African Perspective', in R-.Gibellini 
!ed,), 

paths of African Theology (Maryknoll, NewYork: Orbis Books, 1994), pp. fOO_fAi. For an extensive UiUfi"!.iff,y,"n Af.i.unTheology and christology ref'er to D. B. Stinton, Jesus of Africa: voices of
li:,::f:::y Aliican Chr:isrotos (Maryknolr, New york: orbis Books, 2004).rome organrsatrons, among^others, who pay attention to African biblical hermeneutics
1e 1ne 

rofoying: Sociery of New Tesrame;t Studies (International), w.*i"*u-.rt
Society of South Atiica (South Afiica) and pan African Association of cathoricExegetes.
a P- c. Phan, 'Theologizing in the context of culturar and Religious pruralism: anAsian Experience,.TD 50 (2003). 152. 

-'---Drv6v ' rqru

.3.^S.. 
8."^"_r, 

- !4odels of Contextual Theologt (Maryknoll. New york: Orbis Books,1992). pp.2t-22.
o z. Nthamburi, 'Biblical Hermeneutics in the African Instituted churches, AICMARButtetin t (2002).p. r5. Seearso 4.;t;;fi;;'co^. una See,,(John r.39): DiarogicarAuthoritv and Normativitv of the Future inlhe Fourth Gosper und R.ligiou, Education,.
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Any authentic interpretation of the Christian message, therefore, has to be
actualised: the message must address the needs of the people dialoguing
with the text, and ultimately influence their choice in 1ife.7 In the light oi
this, I wish to note that what makes an interpretation 'African' is not the
identity of the interpreter, his being an African or a Missionary working in
Africa, but that it reflects the experience of the people of God Iiving in
Africa (social, economic, cultural, religious, and politicat Iife).8

As already noted, the recent history of the continent is characterised by
the struggle for independence of many African nations in the 60s-70s. The
new situation brought with it adverse effects on many African states in
their struggle for total liberation and emancipation. whereas some have
achieved a fair amount of progress, many people in different parts of
Africa still continue to face grave social problems - the devastating
epidemic of HIV/AIDS, malaria, high rate of infant mortality - economic
problems and political instability.e It was in this context of suffering and
hope that some African theologians began reflecting on how the christian
gospel could address itself to the concrete, existential situation of the
people, to bring about an integral development of the person and his
environment. such endeavour and reflections are founded on two basic
pre-suppositions, as the following section will indicate

Analysis of contemporary African A pproach to Bibrical Hermeneutics
Biblical interpretation in Africa is a flourishing enterprise both in
academia and at the popula.r level.to Many African universities founded

in L. Lombaerts and D. Pollef'eyt (ed.). Hermeneutics and Religious Education
(Leuven:2004). p. 201.
'For more details, see O, Imasogie. Guiclelines for Christian Theolog,in Africa
(Achimota: Atiican christian Press. 1983); See also J. osei-Bonso, Theinculnration
o/ Christianity in Africa: Antecedents and Guidelines from.the New Testament and the
Early chttrch (Frankfurt am Maim: Peter Lang, 2005). See also u, Luz, ,Reflection on
Appropriate Interpretation of New Testament Texts' in U. Luz (ed.), stttdies in Matthew
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmanns, 2005), p.272.
8 It is worth noting here that the Atii.un continent presents diverse cultural experiences
as you move from one region to the other. Diversity and cultural dynamism ought to be
presumed when we speak about the theme of biblical interpretation in Africa.
' For a retlection on the Afiican crises situation through the prism of religion see M. R.
A. Kanyoro. 'Mission fbr the Atiican church: Lessons and challenges t=iom the Book
of Acts'. AICMAR Bulletin 1(2002), pp. 82-88.
'u These two levels are also referred io as scholarly and ray exegesis respectively. cf.
Luz, Retlections on Appropriate Interpretation,, 266.
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within the past 50 years have Departments of Religious Studies or
Faculties of rheology that investigated the relationship bitween Faith and
culture, and stimulated the production of a numbe.r of studies, including
doctoral theses dedicated to African christianity. r' The ,.rrit of th.r.
researches generated interest among scholars and became the bedrock for
further work on African christianity through the iJecades till date.

on the popular fronf, we have converts to christianity taking the initiative
to integrate the christian message into their daily lives. riis is done in
diverse ways. For exampre, in Ghana you often iorn. u..o* writings on
cars and stores such as'Jesus is my Saviour.',The wages of sin is dJath,'
etc. Many business sign-boards also have bibrical qiotations. This is a
striking phenomenon in Ghana that immediately catcires the attention of
any foreign visitor to the country! Such a hermeneutic suggests an impact
of the biblical message on the rives of the christians involi-d.

Besides the individual assimilation, we have community sharing as a
hermeneutic process of learning. In many regions, groups gutr,*, i..qu.ntty
for bible reading and sharing. pamphreti anJ guidJs u.. oit"n prepared for
this purpose by the various christiin denominations. The .Lumko 

series.,
prepared by the cathoric church of South Africa, which is used in many
countries, follows this approach. Going through the different publications,
one becornes aware immediately of how an accent may not be put on the'reading'as an end in itserf, but as a rrreans that leads io judge t'he rearity,
in view of transformation. The question is not so much .what does this
Word say'or'how to pray the Word,,but how,the Word_pruy.O;3rOg.,
the reality and acts to change it. In this conteit, the ,sharinjgroipr,ur.
not'recipients'of a proclaimed Gospel. Instead they read th-ei-r Iives and
that of the community in the light of the Sacred Scripiures12.

Presuppositions
The basic presuppositions on which African interpretation and theorogising
are based n-ray be summarised as follows:
a. The Bible is contextual,
b. Biblical message requests to be contextualized.

rr See tlre abundant bibliographical data provided by D. B. Stinton. Jesus o/ Afi.ica,
293-2e8.

'' Cf.Luz, 'Reflections on Appropriate Interpretation,, 272_273.
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The Bible is Contextual
The God of the old restament is a God involved in the daily life situation
of his people, leading them to experience him in the events of their lives
(cf' the Exodus experience, narrated in the Torah). So arso, in the New
Testament, Jesus entered into human history on a journey of progressive
incarnation: in meeting him, we touch God tangibly. The gospll narrative
testifies to his involvement in the life of his coniemporiries, expressed
through his attention to their concerns and needs. paui also, as the other
New Testament writers, wrote the 'Good News of Jesus christ,to help his
c.ommunities to experience God concretely in the situation in which they
lived. These brief indications permit us to see how Sacred Scripture ,is
borne contextualized,' and how the same message reaches at us in different
contexts.l3

In the Bible, context is not an abstract concept, but the concrete life of a
qteople in a particular place and at a particulai time. It is about a group of
human beings and their-story.Joy, sufferings, hopes and despair, ltve and
hatred...are elements of the reality denoted .context.,

In brief, African biblical hermeneutics comes out of a careful social
analysis. The social, economic, political, cultural, and religious
environments, the history of the people...constitute the ,Tent,in which the
wo_rd lives among us. Discernment in this Iight herps to see the negative
and enslaving elem.ents, and the positive piophetic aspects that inspire
genuine spirituality. la

Biblical tradition reveals how God has made himself known to the peopre
of each generation. He initiated an intimate relationship with the chosen
people, through Moses and later through his word spoken through the
prophets. At an appointed time, God spoke to humanity through his own
Son, Jesus (Heb l, I -3). Before his ascension into healven, Jesus
commissioned his disciples to continue his mission of spreading the Good
News of God's presence in human life (Matt 2g,lg_20).

rr Cf. Imasogi e, Christian Theolog,,,7l tbr a detailed illustration of inculturation in the
bible and earlv Christianity see Osei-Bo nso, Incttlhtration 25_77.'' P A. Kalilombe. 'spirituarilv in the African perspective', in R. Giberini (ed.), paths
of A/iican Theologt (Maryknoll. New york: Orbis Aooks. l99a), pp. f t S- f :i. '
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In the light of the foregoing, the Bible cannot bb reduced to pieces of
'information' to be learnt. Instead, it reveals itself as a tlialogue between
the living God and humanity. '' It is a communication in which the whole
person enters into an intimate relationship with God, to learn to live his/her
original vocation of 'sonship,' discovering in the encounter with the
creator his original dignity. In this unceasingi dialogue resides the
communicative potential of the word of God, mediated through human
words and culture: God speaking to the heart of human beings to transform
their lives. Put in other words, the Word of God, whenever read, in
whatever period and moment, challenges the reader to make a fundamental
option for a better way of living. A presupposition of African hermeneutics
is, therefore, that an African, to be precise a Ghanaian, in the moment in
which he reads the Bible does not hear a 'closed' story, but reads his own
life in dialogue with God.

Procedure
African biblical interpretation is still
literature on the subject that I have so
clear method nor an approach, but
'empi rical experience.'

at its developmental stages. The
far come across neither speaks of a
exemplifiesl a praxis, presents an

Traditional western methods of doing exegesis are not dispensed with, but
appropriated critically and selectively. African hermeneutics is a way of
reading. unlike classical exegesis, it places great emphases on the context
of the contemporary audience and the effect of the message on his or her
experiences. ro -

The first consequence is the selection of biblical texts on the basis of their
"utility" to illumine the situation of the reader. This rather subjective and
random selection often leads to a partial reading that does not ahvays value
the unity of the word of God, but creates a hierarchy of texts: books or
passages considered 'less useful' are given less importance, and run the
risk of being forgotten.

't cf. P. Sequeri.'La struttura testimoniale delle scritture sacre", in G. Angelini (ed.),
La revelazione attestata: la Bibbiafra testo e teologia (Milano: 1998), pp. 3-7. See also
See also Bieringer, 'Come and See', pp. 199-201.
'' CIl Nthamburi.'Biblical Hermeneurics,, p. l6; see also J, punt.,posr Colonial
Biblical criticism in South Africa. Some Mind and Road Mapping,, Neot 37 (2003),
pp. 59-86,
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A-second consequence derives form the polyvalence implied in the concept
of context, made up of a plurality of religious, curturai, economic, social
and political elements. Different interpreters often stresi one or the other
element, on the basis of their specific preparation and on where they standin their reading. As a result of this iccentuation, we have different
interpretative approaches.

Different Directions in Contextual Reading
Among the most characteristic approaches, *" .un rist the folrowing:17

. Interfaith approach;

. Postcolonialapproach;

. Inter-culturalapproach;

. Comparativeapproach;

. People based approach;

This is where the stress is on relatio, to ott 
". religions, for exampre,

African Traditional Religions and Islam. In this hermeieutics, the Bible is
not used as a yardstick to judge the other religions, but as a dialogue
partner in the search for mutuar enlightenment. Such a reading may be
propitious in a religious pluralistic setting, and also contribute eifectively
in promoting inter-religious dialogue.l8

Postcolonial Approach or Hermeneutic
when the reading is inspired by the long history of western coloniarism
and imperialism, we have postcolonial approach or tr..*.n.rii"r.ii
Postcolonialism saw many African nations in political and socio-economic
emancipation, fighting against neo-colonialism. A greater awareness was
being created among peopre for restoration of Afr[an dignity - freedom
from oppression of all forms to a dignified living - in the trr#"r.. as welr.
In the attempt to forge a christianity that responded to the needs of the
masses, particular attention was paid to the poor, the less privileged in

17 It must be noted that there is sometimes an overlapping between one approach and
the other.

It s:: c. ossom-Batsa, 'christorogicar Issues. stumbling Block or Meeting point rbr
Muslim-Christian Dialogue?. Ghana Builetin ofrheologl r/l (2006) p. ls-r-oi.'' EIa in his book. Le cri de |homme africain, emphasises tt" ,.-uppropriation of the
word of Cod within the struggle of the masses of iost colonial African societies. See
also S. S. Maimela, Procraim Freedom to My peopti (Joannesburg: Skotavilre. r9g7).
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society. This tendency resulted in the development of African liberation
theology. The institutional comforts, the secure situation of the privileged
few and the appalling situation of the masses became the cardinal poini of
reference of this approach.20

Cultural or Inter-cultural Approach
This is where the stress is on cultural context.2l Here concepts present in
the Bible and the tradition are studied together, with the view of each
throwing more light on the other. For exampre, miracle discourse,
reconciliation discourse, Iife, death and resurrection, kingship, and healing,
eschatology, to mention but a few. such an approach appears to feature in
the studies dedicated to African christology, which try io view Jesus from
an African perspective. Amo-lg the many authors in this line we could
name the following: Nyamiti,2r Bediako,2s Stinton.2a

People-based or Communitv approach
This appioach is sometimes called popular reading. It is when ordinary
believers gather in communities for Bible study and worship to read and
apply the Bible to their lives. The traditional myths, fables, proverbs, songs
are valued as hermeneutic criteria for the interpretation of the biblical
narratives.2s In this approach, the role of the community is essential: as
they appropriate the word into their daily living, they gain more insight,
and their lives are transformed. Most African Independent churches have
their origins in this praxis.?6

'o cu J.-M. Ela, 'christizurity and Liberation in Afiica', in R. Gibeilini (ed.), paths o/'
|t:""iTheologt (Maryknoll. New york: Orbis Books. 1994). pp. 137_1i8.
'' cf. E. Martey,'christological Foundations of the New Testament and contemporary
Atiican Christology', Ghana Bulletin of rheology lll (2006), p. g3-94. see also T.
okure. "'[ will open My Mouth" (Mattt3,35): A case fbr Gospel Based Biblical
Hermeneutics', NTS 46 (2000). pp. 445-471; J.S. Ukpong. 'Rereading the Bible with
African Eyes: lnculturation and Hermeneutics, , JTSA 9l ( 1995). pp.3- 1a." C. Nvamiti. christ as Ancestor; Christolog,, Ji"om an African perspective, (Gweru:
IttamUo, tOS+j.

" K. Badiako. Jestts in African CtrlhLre; A Ghanaian perspective (Asempa pgblishers:
Accra. 1990).

l] O. U Stinton. Jesus o"/'A/i"ic'a.
" Myths. tables. proverbs. songs as resources tbr Afiican hermeneutics are still to be
developed in the academia. cf. Kris J.N. owan. Moments of Meclitation, Apws l&2
(Iperu-Remo. 2001 -2001 ).
26 Cl: Nthamburi.'Biblical Hermeneutics,, pp. lg-l9
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Evaluation of African Biblical Hermeneutics
The major contribution of African biblical hermeneutics is the formation
and spread of an authentic African christianity, where christianity is no
longer considered a foreign religion, but a religion truly incarnated on the
continent.2T It also providis the basis for a theological ieflection that takes
the African experience serious; it produces a theology that scratches where
it itches.

The multiplicity of context that characterise our continent further generates
diverse ways of being a christian, no longer linked to a determined
cultural form, but incarnated in a dynamic way in a plurality of forms,
where believers could experience the power of the Word of God.

Furthermore, there is mutual enrichment between culture and Faith. Faith
in christ is not seen as something foreign to be implanted in a culture, but
rather as an on-going exchange between culture and the christian message
that leads to an authentic self-hood in relation to God.28

Alongside the above positive dimensions, there are also some negative
aspects. Too much stress on context and culture runs the risk of generating
a 'pseudo-biblical theology,' not concretely founded on the scriptures. we
can think of a theological reflection oriented towards 'Fundamentalism,
and 'Syncretism.' where an adequate social analysis is not carried out
before an eventual contextualisation, there is the likelihood of mixing
christian ideas with African Tradition. In addition, it runs the risk of
anachronism, making reference to a culture of the past that no longer exists
as the frame for interpretation.

African Interpretation in Communicative perspective
In the preceding sections, we described biblical interpretation in Africa and
the various ways in which it is practised. what cuts across all the different
directions/approaches, and in fact, unite them, is the focus on context,
especially the context of the reader or interpreter. Though context is an

". Cf. e. Anum. 'The Usage of the Bible in African Missionary History: The Legacy of
the New Testament Usage that Lingers on in Afiica', Ghana Bulletin of rheoligt lll
(2006). pp. 69-82. see also K. Bediako, 'Biblical Exegesis in the African context: The
Factor and Impact ofthe Translated Scriptures'. Journal ofAfrican christian Thought.
6(2003). pp. l5-30.
28 Cf. Osei-Bonso, Inculturation, p.21.
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essential element in the interpretative task,2e an exaggerated emphasis on itrisks conditioning the interpretation, suffocating the-frord anJ iJading it in
a background element,

For this reason, it is important to reflect on an interpretation incommunicative perspective, to restore the word of God to its primaryposition, without forgetting its 
- 
incarnation.3' I ,uiniuin-- ilrut theassumption of a pragmatic horizon3t may offer a determined contribution

to African biblicar interpretation, on a tri-partite rever, b.i;til;; the fore
adherence to the biblical text, atreltion to ihe actions ;"g;;,; in tt . t.*t,
and the context ofthe interpreter.32

Adherence to the Biblical Text
The communicative perspective implies due respect for the biblicar text.This consists in paying attention to the Iinguistic und nor-iinguistic
elements, as signars put there by the author for his audience on his/herjourney of reading, Lack of critical reading or focus on only a concept or
an aspect of text does not lead to an objective understandin& and does not
therefore permit an awareness of the communicative force oitt" t."t.
It is in this area that some of the contextuar approaches in African
he^rmeneutics, especialry people-based ones, fail short. To forestail this, anAfrican reading in comrnunicative perspeciive has to place the iext in itsunique position. Making use of all ihe available exegetical toots, ttre text
has to be read in a prurality ofperspectives, to discovE. it, o.gani.ation, as

ilgt la.l, L'interpretazione delta Bibbia neila Chiesa, t360-1369.
A srmrrar rdea is expressed by C. Umoh. 'A Challenge fbr Afiican Exegetes andTheologians: Matthew's Interpretation of the prophetic Tradition, in J-B. MatandBulembat 

.(ed.),_prophecy and prophets in the Bibie: nnquirninni o/ irJp,nn,x* nthe churc'h as Familv./ 
S?!i:,4,/^rica; Proceedings ot'the Eleventh congl'.s.. coiro,Egypt: Seprember 6,h -12,h,2003. (kinshasa: H,,IdOialpaut. 2004). pp. 167." For a.detaired explanation of pragmari; h;;i;;; in interpretation. see G. ossom-e!:7,ln9 lnstittrtion of rhe hrchariit in the Gosperof Mari: l i,"i)z/tnl runctionof Mark 14,22-25 within the Gospel Narratiue. European university Strdi.., TheologySeries, vol'727 (Bern: peter. Lang, 200r), pp. 36-40. see also rra crilri' ?ro..rrocommunicarivo pragmarica e inrerprerazione dilla Bibbia,. CreS g3tzlIil. pi. OSS_OZS." This is similar to what Luz,'Iieflections ,n approp.iute Interpretation,, ZT3 says:"The various levels of textual interpretation can thl's be terminologically distinguishedas fbllows: a. historicar-criticar exegesis of the original ,.r*r. oi. th. t.*t; b.interpretation of the matter of the text with reference to the present-day context of mythinking, my language and my situation; c. realisation ofthe text through suffering orthrough action."
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well as its semantic and communicative force. This requires an adequateformation in the biblicar sciences to give competence to the reader orinterpreter.33

Call to Action in the Biblical Text
Stu^dying the organisation of the text and the communicative force of thedifferent elements herps to highlight its functionar organisation. tn otr,e,
words, the actions suggested by ilie text to the impriei r.uJ.i .*pr.r, ti,.communicative function of the text.

such an analysis has a consequence for contextualisation of the text. Thetext is not made to say what thi reader wants to hear. often, the temptationin African contextual reading is to read oneself, the socio,economic andpolitical situation into the text and bend the text to suggest an answer. This
leads to bending the text to say what is not suggested in it.

From the communicative point of view, the reader is instead chalrenged toread his or her life in. the light of the text, urtimarery reading to atransformed life in order to transform his or t., .nurron*.nt. Theunderstanding that comes out from the respect for the text, ttre journey ofthe implied reader becomes a cail to action for the rear ,.ui.r. i,iJ..d, it isthis 'eall to action' that makes the word of God alive and fruitful in thedaily life of the reader.

Context of the Interpreter and Reader
From the communicative perspective, context is not the point of referencefor the interpreter, but the frame within which the oiaroiue u"tween God
and humanity takes prace. The action suggested by the tex't i, it. ,urn", uutits realisation is conditioned by the conte-x-t of the community oir.ua.rr.

only- at this point the experience of the reader may lead him to see more
clearly.c-ertain aspects of the text that may evade other readers because oftheir.different experiences. An exampre may be the importanc. grrr"n tothe healing narratives in a context whlre not evirybody -has 

theopportunity of basic medical care, or the relevanc. or ro.liuLess in an
experience of armed conflict.

l^lg: osotsi Mojola, 'Bible Transration in African christianiry,. AICMAR Burtetin r(200s). pp. l3-14.
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Challenges
We conclude by noting some challenges that African biblical hermeneutics
has to face:
. lack ofexcellent centres offonnation and adequate tools,
. globalisation, and
. lack of adequate self-esteem.
In most regions of Africa, with the exception of, perhaps, South Africa,
there is lack of adequate formation centres and researeh tools,3a To be
precise, in some places, for example Ghana, the fonnation centres like
universities exist but lack most of the structures such as good libraries and
internet facilities for an in-depth research work, These make researeh and
publication difficult for young up-coming African scholars, and prevent
them from rubbing shoulders with their colleagues on the other continents,

Globalisation is one of the aspects of modern society and has to be taken
into consideration by African biblical interpretation in its emphasis on the
context of the readers, With globalisation, the world is destined to become
'a small village.' where cultures meet and change rapidly. The definition
of context needs therefore to be critically examined to avoid anachronistic
readings, readings far away from a reality that is continually changing.

In my opinion, the problem posed by globalisation may be a challenge to
overcome a 'parochial' vision of the Sacred Scripture as an exclusive
possession of a community closed up in itsell to a vision of the Bible as a
common patrimony of the'global village,'offered to whoever is in search
of authentic values to promote the dignity of the human person. Such
openness may favour a plurality of readings and reciproc-al respect. It may
also facilitate an ecumenical and inter-religious dialogue.r)

I can testify to the validity and possibility of such openness, that I
experience daily in the University of Ghana, where I teach. Christian and
Moslem students together discuss biblical and Quranic themes, in an
environment free of prejudices and intolerance, producing original

" The same observation is made by G. LeMarquand, "'Prohecy! Who Struck You ?"
(Mk 14,65): Understanding a Gospel Text with Afiican Help', in J.-B. Matand
Bulembat (ed.), Propheclt and Prophets in the Bible: Requirements of Prophetism in
the Church as Family of God in Africa, Proceedings of the Eleventh Congress. Cairo,

Egypt: September 6'n -12t". 2003. (Kinshasa: M6diaspaul. 2oO4), 182.
" Cf. G. Ossom-Batsa, 'Christological Issues', pp. 95-101.
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interpretations, enriched by their different experiences and consolidating
their mutual respect.

By lack of self-esteem, I mean the inferiority 'feeling' latent in the

African's self-conception, present in many Africans. This 'feeling' comes

out of a series of historical and religious events, We pan name the Slave

Trade, Colonialism (both political and economic), Apartheid (official and

unofficial), and the strugple of 'Black people' to be recognised as humans
in many Western states.

It is to be noted that, with the exception of Egypt and Ethiopia which have

a millennium of Christian tradition, most African countries encountered

Christianity in this historical turmoil. We cannot hide the fact that the same

Bible was used to underline the inferiority of the Black race: the long
theological discussion on whether Africans have souls or not, or the use of
the curse of Ham (cf. Gen 9:25-26), father gf Ethiopia, Egypt, Put and

Canaan (Gen 10:6), in the apartheid context are examples of such use. We

can also add the condemnation of African traditions and customs by the
early missionaries, without first investigating their significance, instead of
transforming them into 'seeds of the Gospel.'

All these factors led converts to the conviction that anything African was

'bad and less valuable,' whereas whatever came from the 'Whites' was

'good and full of value.' It is sad to contest that such a view still
determines political and ecclesial actions. A biblical reading which will
help Africans to conceive themselves as dialogue partners with God may
contribute to affirm the consciousness ofbeing true sons and daughters in
the image and likeness of God, capable of transforming their society.

Conclusion
We have argued in the preceding pages that the Word of God is valid for
all peoples at all times. The concrete living experience of the readers ought
to have a role in any authentic interpretation. However, the text must not
become a slave of its context, but conserve its central position,

36 That Colonialism and neo-colonialism have had an eft-ect in African biblical
interpretation is also noted by E. Anum, Ghana Bulletin of Theologt 78-79. For a
discussion of the plight of black people in South Africa and North America and the

genesis of Black theology, see S. S. Maimila" 'Black Theology', pp. 182-195'
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The African experience, with the multiform curtural expression, language,varying from region to region, becomes a chailenge'to-ih.-.x.get. inmaking his/her interpretation meaningful to the p-eople 
-itref'-aoaress,

Reading the word in a diarogicar perspJctive, making use ortne avairabre
exegetical tools, wilr 

.expo.se 
the d-ialogicar nature of-the word, and invitehearers to read their rives in the light o'r tn. ,.rruge communicated. This,hopefully, will read to persoiar conversion and, ultimatlry, thetransformation of the community.

The future of biblical interpretation in Africa depends, to some extent, arsoon thecreation of good research centres with the uurrc,*.g.ti.iitiot. unaa continuous collaboration with cofleagues on the ott..-.oriir*tr. rn.exchange of ideas and views wiil servJas a cataryst 
";J 

,;ir;il for on-going qualify research in the field. 
F"Y srrrrrqru'
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